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mRNA. The concentration of 0K8 mRNA, however, raised only to
approximately 50% of OKi 8 mRNA level. This indicates that in the
absence of the second CK8 allele the DOG-induced overexpression
is half maximal, and that in the situation of a relative excess of 0K18
over 0K8 no MBs are formed. Furthermore, these data showed that
the effect of DOG intoxication on CK mRNA expression is indepen-
dent from the GK cytoskeleton, suggesting that the overexpression
reflects a direct or indirect response to the toxic injury.

Further important clues as to the role of GK in alcoholic liver
disease have come from experiments in GK18 knockout mice.
CK18—/— mice responded completely differently to DOG intoxica-
tion than did GK8 knockout mice. Although CK18-/— like GK8—/—
mice are devoid of a CK IF cytoskeleton, CK18-/— animals showed
no increased sensitivity to DOG. Therefore, the lethality seen in
DOG-treated CK8-deficient mice cannot be attributed to the loss of
the CK cytoskeleton but has to be related to the imbalance of
nonassembled GK polypeptides or CK oligomers. This suggests a
completely new mechanism for how CK may interfere with cellular
processes. The specificity of these interactions is underlined by the
fact that there are substantial differences in the consequences for the
liver between mice which lack GK8 and mice which lack GK18.
These differences are also pertinent with respect to MB pathogene-
sis. In contrast to GK8 defective mice, DOG intoxication of CK18-/—
mice led to the formation of classical MBs consisting of CK8, the
MM120-1 and SMI 31 protein, and ubiquitin. These findings further
show that CK8 can be stabilized in cells under certain pathological
conditions even without the corresponding partner CK.

In conclusion, from these experiments it is obvious that CK8 is
the key protein in MB formation. The increased toxicity in DOG-fed
heterozygous and homozygous GK8 gene-deleted mice widens
our view of the cellular function of GK and demonstrates that over-
expression of GK8 protects hepatocytes from toxicity. Moreover,
the fact that mice which were able to form MBs had fewer signs of
toxicity than those which did not form MBs implies that the MB itself
is not detrimental to the hepatocyte but rather is a product of a new
cellular defense mechanism involving GKs.
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Hemochromatosis:

Recent molecular findings
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Hemochromatosis is the clinicopathological syndrome caused by
toxic accumulation of iron in the tissues: it may be demonstrably
hereditary, sporadic or associated with another disorder, “secondary”.
Hemochromatosis causes liver disease, endocrine failure, joint dis-
ease and cardiomyopathy and is a true multisystem disease. Secon-
dary hemochromatosis occurs when excess iron is administered or
taken up by the intestine as a little understood effect of chronic
dyserythropoietic anemia. Early treatment of iron overload prevents
irreversible liver damage and is associated with normal life expectan-
cy, provided cirrhosis has not supervened.

Hereditary hemochromatosis (HFE) is characterized by onset
in the adult, juvenile (<35 years) or neonatal periods. Recently, the
class I human lymphocyte antigen (HLA)-linked HFE gene, initially
termed HLA-H, for the prevalent adult form of hemochromatosis
that maps to chromosome 6p21. .3 has been identified by Feder et
al.. This gene encodes a class I gene product that is almost ubiq-
uitously expressed on cell membranes and specifically on the
basolateral membrane of intestine epithelial cells. Two mutations in
HFE, Cys282->Tyr and His83->Asp, have been associated with adult
hemochromatosis, although the principal mutation Cys282->Tyr
(C282Y) disrupts a ß

2-microglobulin binding domain essential for
cell surface expression of class I molecules: this is the major deter-
minant of iron overload. Between 85% and 10-0% of adult hemo-
chromatosis patients are homozygous for C282Y and as predicted,
the carrier frequency is —5% of the population. Studies in several
pedigrees however have failed to find G282Y in some adult and most
juvenile patients with hemochromatosis. Moreover, some adult
C282Y homozygotes may have no signs of disease or abnormal
parameters of iron metabolism. H63K appears to be a minor de-
terminant of disease. Penetrance of the C282Y mutation in homo-
zygous form, increases with age and about two-thirds of men over
the age of 40- appear to show signs of iron-related tissue injury and/or
organ failure. Pedigree analysis has also shown that some juvenile
patients with severe iron overload have a disease gene with no link-
age to chromosome 6p markers.

The identification of C282Y in HFE undoubtedly represents an
important step in understanding iron metabolism, although beyond
our knowledge that ß2-microglobulin knock-out mice develop iron
storage disease and liver tumors and pathology that resembles the
human disease, the role of HFE is quite unknown. Clearly the G282Y
mutation is neither sufficient to explain all instances of human iron
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overload and has variable expressivity. Thus, operational tests of
iron status [% saturation of transferrin (—90% of patients); serum
ferritin (—70% of patients)] remain useful for diagnostic screening.
Liver biopsy and tIssue iron quantification remain for the present
the gold standard tests for all forms of hemochromatosis. For our
understanding of iron metabolism, the identification of HFE repre-
sents a promising step but the means by which loss of HFE expres-
sion at the cell surface leads to systemic iron storage remains elu-
sive. The identification ofthe mammalian intestinal iron uptake and
red cell iron transport protein, NRamp 2, provides a tantalizing
potential link for a molecular understanding of the control ot body
iron balance. Lately, the identification of hephaestin, a ceruloplas-
min-like protein involved in the efflux of iron from intestinal epithe-
lial cells, may add much more to our portfolio of contributors to iron
physiology; hephaestin is mutated in the sex-linked anemia mouse
that is defective in iron transport from intestine to plasma.
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Neoplastic development in the liver
Genesis of liver tumors most probably occurs via multiple molecu-
lar mechanisms which depend on both the nature of the carcinogen
and the lesions induced by it. The liver system can be viewed as
being Composed of two stem Cell systems: the unipotential (possi-

bly bipotential) hepatocytic and the multipotential nonparenchymal
epithelial (ductular) systems (1, 2). Therefore, it seems reasonable
to expect that both cell systems could provide progenitor cells for
the neoplastic process. There is no doubt that the hepatocyte fre-
quently is the progenitor cell for liver tumors (3). The involvement
of the nonparenchymal (ductular) system in the genesis of liver
tumors, particularly hepatocellular carcinomas, is still hotly debated.
On the one hand, it has been proposed that “the cell of origin of liver
cancer is the putative liver stem cell or its progeny, the transitional
duct cell” (4). Alternatively, Farber (3) has stated that “rare original
mature hepatocytes in zone 1,2 or 3 of the adult liver appearing after
initiation with genotoxic carcinogens have been shown to be the cell
of origin for foci or islands of altered hepatocytes and of nodules
derived from these foci.” The central issue in better understanding
the involvement of the nonparenchymal epithelial (ductular) cells in
the carcinogenic process is the characterization of the mechanisms
that regulate both the proliferation of these cells after carcinogenic as
well as noncarcinogenic insults, and the factors governing the lin-
eage commitment processes in this compartment.

Hepatic stem cells and hepatocarcinogenesis
A landmark contribution to the involvement of nonparenchymal
epithelial cells in hepatocarcinogenesis was provided by Farber (5)
who provided a detailed description of the early histological
changes during hepatocarcinogenesis caused by three chemical
carcinogens. The carcinogens used by Farber, ethionine, 2-acety-
laminofluorene (AAF), and 3’-methyl-4-dimethylaminoazobenzene
(Me-DAB), in spite of being structurally very different, caused sim-
ilar histological alterations. The common features included: i) oval
cell proliferation which progressively involved most of the liver lob-
ule, beginning in the portal areas; ii) degenerative and hypertrophic
changes in hepatocytes adjacent to proliferating oval cells, and iii)
nodular regenerative hyperplasia of liver cells. There were, howev-
er, important differences in the time course of appearance and fare
of the oval cells induced by these three hepatocarcinogens. While
oval cells appeared early following ethionine and AAF administra-
tion (7 and 14 days, respectively), their appearance occurred sig-
nificantly late after Me-DAB treatment (first seen at day 21). More
importantly, the fate of the oval cells in the Me-DAB-treated animals
were different from those induced by ethionine and AAF, In the
early stages the oval cells induced by Me-DAB were morphologi-
cally indistinguishable from those generated by ethionine and AAF.
However, at later stages areas of apparent transition between oval
cells and hepatocytes were numerous in the Me-DAB treated ani-
mals but absent in those receiving ethionine and AAF.

These observations raise several important issues. First, and
most importantly, it is now well established that many different
Chemical compounds capable of producing liver tumors in rats and
mice, induce a similar sequence of histological changes in which
oval cell hyperplasia is prominent (6). Secondly, if the transition
from oval cells to hepatocytes can be morphologically observed
after Me-DAB treatment, then it is in principle established that oval
cells (or at least a subpopulation of oval cells) have the capacity to
differentiate into hepatocytes. The fact that administration of ethio-
nine or AAF did not provide the same clear morphological
sequence as seen with Me-DAB in which the oval cells merge
imperceptibly and were in continuity with the regenerating nodules,
suggests that the compounds capable of inducing oval cell prolifer-
ation may greatly affect both the rate and extent of oval cell differ-
entiation into hepatocytes. The tact that a large population of oval
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